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The last twenty years have seen unprecedented numbers of
refugee children entering Western countries. Many of these
children will have experienced the atrocities of war and issues
concerning their care and treatment are high on the agenda
of research bodies, policy makers and service providers.
Refugee Children is the first book to offer a wide ranging
analysis of the context of care and the measures taken by
nation states and intergovernmental bodies to address
perceived problems. Drawing on a detailed examination of
practices, the book outlines a model of good practice in the
care of refugee children. Topics covered include: the
treatment of asylum seeking children at the borders of
industrialised countries reception, psycho-social problems,
social capital, education, and issues relating to cultural
diversity and integration a critical analysis of responses to
these problems including the development of special
programmes for refugee children, elements of good practice
in the field the transfer of good practice between countries
implications for the development of services and academic
research in this vital area. With a series of case studies
examining practices from a number of countries, Refugee
Children makes a vital contribution both to the social care
literature in this field and to theory and research in refugee
and migration studies. As such it is essential reading for
academic researchers in a range of disciplines including
social policy, education, migration and refugee studies as well
as service providers in health care, social care, housing and
education. Charles Watters is Director of the European
Centre for the Study of Migration and Social Care in the
School of Social Policy, Sociology and Social Research at the
University of Kent.
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In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier
weekly music publication and a diverse digital, events, brand,
content and data licensing platform. Billboard publishes the
most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the
latest music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile
entertainment issues and trends.
Get customers, clients, and co-workers to say "yes!" in 8
minutes or less This revised second edition by a leading
expert of influence continues to teach a proven system of
persuasion. Synthesizing the latest research in the field of
influence with real-world tested experiences, it presents
simple secrets that help readers turn a "no" into a "yes."
Every secret in this book has been rigorously tested,
validated, and found reliable. Learn dozens of all-new
techniques and strategies for influencing others including how
to reduce resistance to rubble Make people feel instantly
comfortable in your presence Decode body language, build
credibility, and be persistent without being a pain Expert
author Kevin Hogan turns the enigmatic art of influence and
persuasion into a science anyone can master The amazing
secret of The Science of Influence is its simplicity. After you
read this book you will immediately understand why people
say "no" to you and learn how to turn that "no" into a "yes"
from that moment on.
“Finally: an engaging, evidence-based book about how to
battle biases, champion diversity and inclusion, and advocate
for those who lack power and privilege. Dolly Chugh makes a
convincing case that being an ally isn’t about being a good
person—it’s about constantly striving to be a better person.”
—Adam Grant, New York Times bestselling author of Give and
Take, Originals, and Option B with Sheryl Sandberg Foreword
by Laszlo Bock, the bestselling author of Work Rules! and
former Senior Vice President of People Operations at Google
An inspiring guide from Dolly Chugh, an award-winning social
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psychologist at the New York University Stern School of
Business, on how to confront difficult issues including sexism,
racism, inequality, and injustice so that you can make the
world (and yourself) better. Many of us believe in equality,
diversity, and inclusion. But how do we stand up for those
values in our turbulent world? The Person You Mean to Be is
the smart, "semi-bold" person’s guide to fighting for what you
believe in. Dolly reveals the surprising causes of inequality,
grounded in the "psychology of good people". Using her
research findings in unconscious bias as well as work across
psychology, sociology, economics, political science, and other
disciplines, she offers practical tools to respectfully and
effectively talk politics with family, to be a better colleague to
people who don’t look like you, and to avoid being a wellintentioned barrier to equality. Being the person we mean to
be starts with a look at ourselves. She argues that the only
way to be on the right side of history is to be a good-ish—
rather than good—person. Good-ish people are always
growing. Second, she helps you find your "ordinary
privilege"—the part of your everyday identity you take for
granted, such as race for a white person, sexual orientation
for a straight person, gender for a man, or education for a
college graduate. This part of your identity may bring blind
spots, but it is your best tool for influencing change. Third,
Dolly introduces the psychological reasons that make it hard
for us to see the bias in and around us. She leads you from
willful ignorance to willful awareness. Finally, she guides you
on how, when, and whom, to engage (and not engage) in
your workplaces, homes, and communities. Her sciencebased approach is a method any of us can put to use in all
parts of our life. Whether you are a long-time activist or new
to the fight, you can start from where you are. Through the
compelling stories Dolly shares and the surprising science
she reports, Dolly guides each of us closer to being the
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person we mean to be.

A modern classic from the Booker-shortlisted author of
This Mournable Body The groundbreaking first novel in
Tsitsi Dangarembga’s award-winning trilogy, Nervous
Conditions, won the Commonwealth Writers Prize and
has been “hailed as one of the 20th century’s most
significant works of African literature” (The New York
Times). Two decades before Zimbabwe would win
independence and ended white minority rule, thirteenyear-old Tambudzai Sigauke embarks on her education.
On her shoulders rest the economic hopes of her
parents, siblings, and extended family, and within her
burns the desire for independence. She yearns to be free
of the constraints of her rural village and thinks she’s
found her way out when her wealthy uncle offers to
sponsor her schooling. But she soon learns that the
education she receives at his mission school comes with
a price.
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Test Prep Book's CDL Study Guide Book: Test
Preparation & Training Manual for the Commercial
Drivers License (CDL) Exam Developed by Test Prep
Books for test takers trying to achieve a passing score
on the CDL exam, this comprehensive study guide
includes: -Quick Overview -Test-Taking Strategies
-Introduction -Driving Safely -Transporting Cargo Safely
-Transporting Passengers Safely -Air Brakes
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-Combination Vehicles -Doubles and Triples -Tank
Vehicles -Hazardous Materials -School Buses -Pre-Trip
Vehicle Inspection Test -Basic Vehicle Control Skills Test
-On-Road Driving -Practice Questions -Detailed Answer
Explanations Disclaimer: CDL(R) is a registered
trademark of Commercial Drivers License, which was not
involved in the production of, and does not endorse, this
product. Each section of the test has a comprehensive
review created by Test Prep Books that goes into detail
to cover all of the content likely to appear on the CDL
test. The Test Prep Books CDL practice test questions
are each followed by detailed answer explanations. If
you miss a question, it's important that you are able to
understand the nature of your mistake and how to avoid
making it again in the future. The answer explanations
will help you to learn from your mistakes and overcome
them. Understanding the latest test-taking strategies is
essential to preparing you for what you will expect on the
exam. A test taker has to not only understand the
material that is being covered on the test, but also must
be familiar with the strategies that are necessary to
properly utilize the time provided and get through the test
without making any avoidable errors. Test Prep Books
has drilled down the top test-taking tips for you to know.
Anyone planning to take this exam should take
advantage of the CDL training review material, practice
test questions, and test-taking strategies contained in
this Test Prep Books study guide.
Multinational MonitorRefugee ChildrenTowards the Next
HorizonRoutledge
One certain thing in the fashion world is change. Fashion
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is a language which tells a story about the person who
wears it. Katherine Hamnett, a Top British Fashion
designer describes fashion as “Clothes create a
wordless means of communication that we all
understand”. Some of the top Institution like NIFT, NID
and IIFT conduct their respective entrance exams to
provide lucrative and flourishing careers in fashion
designing. The Ultimate Guide for NIFT/ NID/ IIFT leads
you to the path of fashion and its design,
comprehensively covering all the syllabus of almost all
the universities and Institutions which are offering the
bachelors and masters courses in Fashion Designing.
The book carries complete study material that covers
both Undergraduate and Postgraduate entrance
examinations. It has been divided into Seven Sections
which are further divided into chapter as per the syllabi
and exam pattern. The explanation of each section has
well elaborated leave no stones untouched in a lucid
manner. After each section 2 Sections Tests provided for
the quick revision of the concepts, ample number of
MCQs have been provided and for the complete practice
3 Practice Sets have been provided at the end of the
book, Detailed Solved Paper 2020 have been provided
to give hint to the level and types of questions they come
in the exams.
Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences
readers to help them master the modern world. Whether
it’s practical DIY home-improvement tips, gadgets and
digital technology, information on the newest cars or the
latest breakthroughs in science -- PM is the ultimate
guide to our high-tech lifestyle.
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The best buy is right at your fingertips with the 1995
edition of this popular guide. Go fully armed to appliance
and electronics stores with all the information needed to
make the best purchases of cameras, camcorders,
refrigerators, and more. (Consumer Guides)
For anyone with questions about online shopping,
Preston Gralla provides an easy to use source of
answers for both computer related and online commerce
related questions.
Electronic Commerce, Fourth Edition is a complete
introduction to the world of electronic commerce,
including balanced coverage of technical and business
topics. Case studies and plentiful business examples
complement conceptual coverage to provide a real-world
context. Implementation strategies are analyzed, using
examples of both successful and unsuccessful
implementations.
Fifteen-year-old Laurie Caswell tries to escape from her
boring life into the world of high fashion modeling when
she is befriended by a famous teenage model.
This revised fourth edition of Marketing Research
continues to provide a crisp, clear, and easy-tounderstand view of the methods, processes and
techniques used in marketing research. The book has
been updated to reflect some recent developments in the
subject area that aid managerial decision-making. All
aspects of marketing research—quantitative and
qualitative, the what, why, and how of statistical
tools—are covered with the help of relevant case studies.
The updated coverage makes this edition vital for
postgraduate and undergraduate students of
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management. Practitioners of marketing research will
also find this book immensely useful. Highlights: •
Modern, computer-based approach to statistical
analyses • Easy-to-understand examples and
contemporary cases with data illustrating analytical
techniques • Data analyses procedures using SPSS
program • Enhanced coverage on qualitative methods
such as Content Analysis, Discourse Analysis, Grounded
Theory, etc. • A new section on International Marketing
Research illustrating complexities introduced by the
environment in each country • Inclusion of Summary,
Assignment Questions, Case Studies and Objective
Questions in each chapter
In today’s world, ‘change’ is the only ‘constant’ factor.
In the last few decades, there has been a radical change
in how organizations function. To survive in this highly
volatile environment, companies need a long-term
strategic vision and thinking. In light of this, ‘strategic
management’ has become a significant topic and is
taught as the core subject in MBA/PGDM programmes in
Indian universities and business schools. This is a book
written in the context of the Indian business environment
but with a global orientation. It is comprehensive and
contemporary in its approach.
What is Buddhist Feminism? This book examines reasons
why Buddhism and feminism may seem to be incompatible,
and shows that Buddhist and feminist philosophies can work
together to challenge patriarchal structures. Current
scholarship usually compares Buddhism and feminism to
judge their compatibility, rather than describing a Buddhist
Feminist perspective or method. Sokthan Yeng instead looks
for a pattern that connects Buddhist and feminist traditions. In
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particular, she explores possible exchanges between feminist
and Buddhist philosophies which highlight how they each
contribute to a more nuanced understanding of anger. Yeng
explores how a Buddhist feminist approach would allow
women’s anger to be transformed from that which is outside
the bounds of philosophy into that which contributes to
philosophical discourse in the East and West, and between
the two.
PCMag.com is a leading authority on technology, delivering
Labs-based, independent reviews of the latest products and
services. Our expert industry analysis and practical solutions
help you make better buying decisions and get more from
technology.
BBA (Bachelor of Business Administration) / BBS (Bachelor
of Business Studies)/ BBM (Bachelor of Business
Management) are 3 year full time professional degree
courses which are designed to develop a student managerial
skills by giving them a broader perspective through imparting
knowledge of all functions, enhancing their decision making
capabilities and sharpening their communication skills..
Admissions to BBA/ BBS/ BBM courses is done through the
written examination which basically test the candidates
Managerial Aptitude and Knowledge about the business.
“The Ultimate Guide for BBA/ BBS/ BBM” is completely sync
with the syllabi of almost all the Universities and Institutions
like AIMA-UGAT, Delhi University, Symbiosis Pune, GGSIPU,
Jamia Millia, etc. conduct BBA/BBS/BBM Entrance
Examinations. This book has been divided into 6 main
Sections which are further divided into chapters as per the
syllabi of the entrance examinations moreover at the end of
section 2 section test are also provided so that candidates
could clear their all their conceptual doubts and queries
regarding any chapter. This book provides more 3000 solved
MCQs, 3 Cracked Sets and 5 Previous Years’ Solved
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Question Papers [2019- 2015] for complete practice. Further,
after every cracked set OMR Answer Sheet and Performance
Indicator is given in the book so that candidates should be
able to check their level of preparation for the exam each
question in the chapter is well explained in a lucid language
which make this book ‘Student Friendly’. This book is worth
for the preparation of these entrance examinations which
helps in scoring high ranks for the admissions in the good
Universities and Institutions. TABLE OF CONTENT Solved
Paper 2019-15, Numerical Ability, Reasoning and Logical
Deduction, Corporate GK (With Question Bank), General
Awareness, English Language & Comprehension, Group
Discussion & Personal Interview, Crack Sets (1-3), Answer to
Section Tests and Crack Sets..
BLACK ENTERPRISE is the ultimate source for wealth
creation for African American professionals, entrepreneurs
and corporate executives. Every month, BLACK
ENTERPRISE delivers timely, useful information on careers,
small business and personal finance.
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